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Grad speaker

Child care gets attention

to receive
doctorate
Alumnus will be honored

San Jose city councilman Jim Beall and Jose Low, director of children’s centers for the Santa Clara Unified School District, addressed

Edward Ledesma Daily staff photographer
child care issues at a symposium sponsored by Spartan (’ity Families
ssociation Wednesday. ,,tn ice cream social ss as also featured.

Spartan City discussion
honors children’s week
By Paige C. Berge’
Daily staff writer
Child care issues, problems and
solutions were topics of discussion at
a symposium sponsored by the Spartan
City
Families
Association
Wednesday.
The symposium and an ice
cream social were held to celebrate
the California Week of the Child,
said Leo Johnson, families association president.
Keynote speakers at the symposium included James Beall, San Jose
city councilman: Jose lope?, director
of children’s centers for the Santa
Clara Unified School District: and
Toni Campbell. director of the child
development lab preschool at SJSU.
"Children are suffering due to
lack of child care
lope, said.
Beall said a task force designed
by the city listed the major child care
problems in San Jose as lack of
space. funds, facilities, private sector
involvement and flexibility in work
schedules.
The task force will implement a
three-year plan to improve child care
in the area, Beall said.
The city will try to work with
major employers to get them to de %clop on -site and war sm facilities

for their employees, Beall said.
This would also help reduce traffic in the area because people would
drive straight to work instead of driving to daycare centers first, he said.
Until recently, industry has
viewed child care as a women’s problem. Campbell said.

Brophy is president of the Sacramento-area-based construction and development firm. Roy T. Brophy and Associates.

the need and demand for child
care will have to be met by the city
and employers working together, he
said.

"I’m not an opponent of collective
bargaining." Brophy said.
The CFA doesn’t like several of the
programs he initiated or the way he voted
on several issues. Brophy said.

Brad Mangin Daily

staff photographer

Sheila Collins. 5 years old, enjoys an ice cream cone at the social
Wednesday for the Spartan City Family Association.

Speaker to address basis of problem
Thomas Wendel. SJSU professor of history.
Use search is for business ethics, he
said. However, ethics is not a requirement of the department. he said.
The business school is trying to
bring ethics into the students’ consciousness. Dean said.
’Many students arc not interested
in business ethics. he said. .....hey hear
about the class, but the, don’t sign up "

Students are more concerned with
ethics when they’re in business because
they start seeing violations, he said.
To rouse student interest in this subject, the llistory Department and business school are bringing in George Benson, professor of government at
Claremont
McKenna College and
founder and president emeritus of Claremont Men’s College.
Benson. a Constitutional scholar,

Dissident speaks out on the struggle
for solidarity, underground press
By Judith Faught
Daily staff writer
Use Roman Catholic Church has
been the most powerful ally in the Poles’
struggle to gain independence from their
socialist government. said Polish dissident Andrzej Czuma during his speech in
the Student Union Amphitheater on
Tuesday.
Czuma spoke to approximately 50
students about the history of Poland and
the effect socialism has had on its citifrom the development of the unzens
derground press to the Solidarity
movement.
"The Solidanty movement forced
the communists to negotiate with its citizens," Czuma said. "For the first time
in history, communists were forced to

’The Solidarity movement
forced the communists to
negotiate with its
citizens.’
Andrzej Czuma
Polish dissident
limit their totalitarian government.
The Poles managed to do this
without any guns or the use of weeptins
He said the government has printed
its own history textbooks and created its
own history along with it.

.

Roy Brophy
. commencement speaker

One such dispute is lirophys backinf of the $2.500 meritorious performance award given to faculty, which he
initiated, he said.
CFA members and non-members
have complained that the money should
be used for other purposes and that the
criterion for selecting winners is too subjective.
"I was in a leadership role," Brophy said. "I drew the flack from those
who didn’t like the leadership."
Negotiators for the CSU and CFA
are still embroiled in contract negotiations. trying to settle the more than 40 issues on which they disagree.
Brophy was chosen for the award
after President Gail Fullerton nominated
him and the CSU Board of Trustees approved the selection, said Dan Buerger,
executive assistant to the president.
The other three recipients of the
honorary doctorate are Peter lleberroth.
Buckminister Fuller and John Gardner.
Staley said.
The award represents the higcst recognition for any number of things in the
system. Stale, said.

A.S. can decide
control of boxes

Crisis in business ethics to be addressed by expert
11) Elisha Arnone
Daily staff writer
’The business of America is business," Calvin Coolidge once said.
At SJSU, where more students
major in business than in any other field.
this statement holds some truth.
Hut America’s business has been
under scrutiny lately, said Burton V.
Dean, chair of the Department of Organization and Management in the School
of Business.
"The insider trading scandal has
put the question of business ethics in the
forefront of public cons, iousness.’ ’ said

Receiving the award is "the most
lliiilliiig thing to happen to me.’ especially because this year marks the 50th
anniversary of what is now called the
Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications. Brophy said.
But some instructors are not as
thrilled with Brophy speaking here because of his voting record while he was a
member, and later the chairman, of the
California State University Board of
Trustees.
"When he was a trustee he was the
most outstanding opponent of collective
bargaining," said Scott Rice, SJSU English Prof. and chapter president of the
California Faculty Association.

"We have to start educating clIl
ployers on child care.- Beall s.,
"Employers are finding that compel.
lion for employees also involves the
child care issue."

City bonds and industrial development bonds to fund child care
would serve as incentives for companies to build child care centers on or
near site. he said.
The first thing the city must do is
get employers to recognize child care
as a problem, he said.
Other alternatives open to employers arc implementing new personnel policies, Campbell said.
These policies could include job
sharing -- with two working mothers
splitting time between the joh and
See CHILD ( I RI pave

By Tom Dunlap
Daily stall writer
When Ro!, I Brophy received his
diploma from SiSt in 1946, only 342
students graduated with him.
Next month. Brophy will return to
his alma meter to give the commencement address for as many as 4,500 grad
uates of the class of 1987. He’ll also re
ceive an honorary doctorate at
ceremony for distinguished service III
public higher education in California.
Brophy., who received his bachc
lor’s degree in journalism at SJS1.1, will
he only the fourth recipient of the Doctorate of Humane 1.etters in the school’s
history. said Richard Staley, public information officer.
Brophy, 64. is the first person to
serve on all of California’s public higher
education boards and will receive the
award for this service. Staley said.

"i the books; arc written according
Czuma said.
to Marxist theory.
"According to the theory. the history of
toward soa
drive
simply
is
humankind
cialism and communism. To fit that description, the facts have simply been
twisted around."
To combat the government’s control of information. Polish citizens have
been forced to establish an underground
press, he said.
Groups of Polish intellectuals, writers and scientists appealed to the authorities on the issue of censorship, which the
government did not respond to, said
Cruma. These groups cooperated in
1977-140 with the underground printing
See SPEAKER. page 6

ill speak on "Business Fthics and the
Constitution." al 12:30 p.m. today in
Business Classrooms, Room 004.
Benson also has written "Business
Ethics in America" and other works on
this subject.
The failure of the country to maintain ethical business standards will be related to fundamental weaknesses in our
Constitution, Wendel said.
’Our Constitution has created a
successful economy but has been less
successful creating an ethical business
environment . he said.
Ace ETHIC’S, page 6

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Assiiciated Students Hoard of
Directors has the power to determine
who will use the on -campus blue newspaper distribution boxes, according to
Adrienne Robison, scheduling manager
for the Student Union.
Robison made that determination
last week after speaking to the members
in the A.S. business office.
Because A.S. money was used to
purchase the boxes used by the defunct
Independent Weekly a paper that
lasted on campus for several years
they should revert back to A.S. control,
she said.
The yellow distribution boxes are
owned by the Spartan Daily.
Questions about who owned the
boxes arose after circulation of a memo
two weeks ago by A.S. Vice President
See BOXES, page 6

Roger Wert
. A.S. vice president

Prof. writes Santa Clara history
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
In 1852, James f Payne left his father’s farm in New
York to starts new lite in California.
His first job was in the gold fields. Eventually he
would marry, and in 1875 he settled on a 126-acre farm of
his own in San Jose. At that time, agriculture was the driving force in Santa Clara County.
The county has changed much since Payne arrived 135
years ago.
The farm no longer exists. In its stead is Payne Avenue.
And agriculture, too, no longer exists as the main provider of jobs for the county’s workforce. In as stead is the
Silicon Valley.
One thing has not changed. however: There is still a
Payne in the area SJSU history professor Stephen M
Payne.
Although he has moved many times, James F. Payne’s
40-year -old great-grandson has never strayed far from Santa

Clara County.
"This is where the opportunities have always been for
me," Payne said.
One of those "opportunities" was an offer by the Historical Heritage Commission to write the text to an illustrated history of the county.
’Die result "Santa Clara County: Harvest of
Change" will
be available in local bookstores next
month.
Payne describes the work ass "coffee table book for
a general audience.
"It’s really not written for those who know a lot about
the area, hut just as an introduction." he said. "There are a
lot of photographs a, well.’’
Beginning in 1769. the book traces the history of the
county from the agricultural era to the present.
"Santa Clara County: Harvest of Change" has been in
the works for two years and is the first history of the county
to he written since 1922. said Beth Wyman, Historical
See PAYNE. hack page
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Editorial

AIDS test violates suspect’s rights
Ahill is being proposed in the state Senate
that will allow judges to order the testing
of rape suspects for the Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome antibody. The bill, if
passed, would be a violation of a rape suspect’s
right of privacy and would deprive the suspect
of his/her right to due process of the law.
California has a strict confidentiality law
concerning AIDS testing. Only those who are
tested are informed of the results. This law
would be rewritten should the bill pass. Not
only would the suspect be notified of the results, but so would the victim, and eventually it
would become public record, which could easily be published.
Imagine a male who has been falsely accused of raping a woman. After bail has been
set, the judge orders him to take an AIDS antibody test. He is forced to take the test even
though he is completely innocent and no evidence has even been presented. The results are
then released to the public. A week later the
district attorney decides to drop the case and he
is released. Meanwhile, he has been forced to
submit to tests that he may have not have
wanted to take and the results are published
even though he has only been charged with a
crime he has not necessarily committed.
A suspect should not be forced to submit
to a test he doesn’t want to take and the results
certainly should not be released without his
permission. A person should not be forced to

relinquish his rights to privacy simply because
he is accused of rape.
The court-ordered testing also violates one
of the most basic priciples of the American justice system -- that a person is presumed innocent until proven guilty. Suspects would be
forced to submit to tests before they have even
been convicted.
Often, rape suspects are taken into custody and later the charges are dropped or
there may be no basis to the charges. With this
new bill, innocent suspects may be forced to
submit to the test if a judge orders one to be
taken.
Waiting to test a rape suspect until after a
conviction would do little good. Rape trials
often take a year or more to come to trial and
the victim could be tested after six months
when the AIDS virus would show up in tests.
Victims of rape should take a regular AIDS test
and receive the confidential results for their
own information. Rape supects, guilty or innocent, should not be forced to take the AIDS test
and have the results of this test be part of public
record.
Rape is a serious crime and AIDS is a serious disease. The trauma of being raped is already bad enough without having to worry
about contracting diseases, but that doesn’t justify AIDS testing of anyone who is accused of
sexual assault. The suspect has the right to refuse the AIDS test and the right to have the results kept confidential if he does take the test.

"OtiR LanN.L 3USTIFICA1iOt4 FOR grAR WARSIESTING WAS FLAWEP AND
MiSf4KE6 WERE MADE . I TAKE POLL RESPOWABILIIY.

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to espress views on
important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to
the editor. All letters must hear the writer’s name, major.
hers and anonymous
phone number and class level. Phone
letters will not he printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor
Dwight Hemel Half or to the Student Union information des’,
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel, length, taste and clarity.

Trading land for deregulation exploits the environment
hi envimnmentalistsi Leslie Salt Co.’s otlei to sell as
much as 3,000 acres of its Bay Area wetlands to a national
wildlife refuge is like a worm on an angler’s hook before a fish
The offer is no more than a tempting trick.
By combining discussions of environmental regulations
with an offer to sell valuable seasonal wetlands. Leslie officials
arc offering environmentalists the golden apple with one hand
and swiping it away with the other.
Although I eslic officials are offering to sell some of the
company’s surplus wetlands to the government, they want to
discuss easing state and federal regulations governing the company’s operation of salt ponds
around the Bay. A coalition of
groups working for the expansion of
the national wildlife refuge said they
will boycott a meeting scheduled by I eslie officials to discuss
plans for landsales this week. Environmentalists are insisting
the issues of land use regulations and land sales be kept separate.
Much of the acreage being offered is seasonal wetlands lands which are extremely valuable environmentally because
their seasonal changes and shifting water levels support unusually rich plant and animal habitats.
The offer could result in the largest public acquisition of
California wetlands since the formation of the 17,600 acre San
Francisco Nay National Wildlife refuge 15 years ago.
Members of a coalition of groups aiming to expand the national wildlife refuge said the refuge presently contains only a
few hundred acres of seasonal wetlands.
nv ironmenta I 1st said the inquisition if these lands is ter

Viewpoint

Annie M.
Belt

ribly important.
Unfortunately. Leslie representatives want to discuss
more than the sale of valuable wetlands with government officials this week, they also want to talk about ways to streamline
state and federal regulations concerning the company’s extraction of salt ponds from around the Bay.
Although company officials have been developing the
plan to sell surplus land over the last six months, they have not
made a formal offer yet.
Leslie spokesman Gregory Morris using the oft -heard
said that while the comlobbyists’ dialect of doublespeak
pany is aiming to reduce the red tape surrounding the daily
business of extracting salt from Bay water, it is not seeking any
concessions in the regulatory pnicess.
Reducing the red tape means reducing the federal and state
isn’t this asking for concessions?
environmental regulations
Members of the coalition of environmentalist groups are
ahsolutek right vi hen Pury threaten to brwcott the meeting be -

New wave of liberalism bankrupt
Many observers of the American political scene suggesi
the 1988 presidential election will be one of transition: the age
of conservatism will be replaced by an era of renewed social
change and activism not witnessed in this country since the
Vietnam cra.
As evidence of this ideological swing, historians such a,
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. point to last year’s congressional deu
lions in which the Democrats regained control of the Senate
and to the historical incidence of 30-year cycles of liberalism
and conservatism.
Liberal politicans such as Senate majority leader Robert
Byrd, l)-W. Va., and Speaker of the
House Jim Wright. 1)-Texas. certainly interpreted the election in this
manner because they immediately
implemented their political agenda
taxes, cuts in defense
But their policies increased
spending and, naturally, increased funding for special - interest programs sounded hauntingly like past Democratic notions which have caused more damage than good to the nation.
In the ’80s, the American electorate was seemingly tired
of the tax -and -spend mentality, as it voted against such political platforms. Reagan. who advocated the reduction of the
ever -corpulent bureaucracy, was twice elected by huge margins.
Aside from his undisputable popularity. Reagan had
noble, timely ideas for the nation He wanted to restore some
credibility to our national defense and apparently succeeded: he
at least attempted to reduce the generosity of the federal government and, most importantly, he tried to restore the redoubtable American spint
In 1987, however, it appears the country has lost all hope
for his conservative, even radical policies.
Special interest groups -- farmers, the elderly, students.
are once again demanding to he recogwelfare recipients
nized Politicians, who are keenly aware of the "needs" of
these people, will publicize the group’s plight hoping to secure
a place among the political leaders in the country

Commentary

Obviously there are needy people. But generally. programs initiated by Ikmocrats to help these people, such as the
massive federal welfare system, have been remiss in their responsibility to its recipients.
In essence, these programs, and others similar in nature,
advocate throwing money at a problem in hopes that a few billion greenbacks will resolve national issues like farmers indebtedness, poverty or educational needs

le and
tween
They arc insisting the issue of adding land to the wildlife
refuge be discussed separately from the issue of regulating I estic’s operations.
National parks. reserves and refuges were established to
maintain pristine wilderness areas, hut their existence does not
permit the breach of environmental regulations protecting private lands.
After all, public and private lands are divided only by
law -- not by geography. Both public and private lands are obviously part of one environment.
Protection of the environment as a whole is crucial to our
long-term survival.
Leslie’s double-edged offer insinuates government officials and environmentalists cannot make these elementary distinctions.
Obviously they can.
"We don’t want to trade the regulatory process for a
sweetheart deal on the lands." said Sierra Club spokesman
Tom F.spersen.
The company’s offer insults the intelligence and the integrity of both groups.
Just as Leslie’s accountants and lawyers work hard to keep
the company’s business interests in order, so federal and state
regulations must ensure 1.eslie and other tympanic% will keep
our environment in order.
Environmentalist are protecting our long term -interests.
Members of the environmental coalition threatening to
boycott the combined discussions of valuable landsales and
lowered land use regulations deserve our respect and gratitude.

Letter to the Editor
Park on top for thefts to stop

Jett
Goularte

the only problem with this monetary mentality to America’s problems is that it doesn’t work. History has proven this.
Granted, we should feel a responsibility toward assisting
the less fortunate among us. Hut more importantly, we should
be concerned with providing and fostering a commom character.
Nevertheless, the modern welfare state created by selfserving politicians is only concerned with helping alleviate the
conditions of the people not building their character. After all,
a nation characterized by a strong collective character won’t
gain politicians the power and prestige they voraciously long
for Rather, inequitable social conditions will.
There is certainly nothing wrong with social change. But
when our leaders revert to failed solutions to correct the system, the country suffers.
As Alexis De Tocqueville observed of America about 150
years ago: ’’Men are no longer bound together by ideas, but by
interests
human opinions were reduced to a sort of intellectual dust . unable to collect, unable to cohere."
Politicians must stop catering to the special interests of
people and start proposing substantive ideas to our nation’s
considerable ailments. The 1988 presidential election is a logical place to begin a new era in politics.
Whether a presidential candidate, republican or democrat,
will have the nerve to propose any renaissance ideas concerning education, national defense and the sacred cows of the
American budget
social security and the "entitlements"
remains to he seen
America needs a leader who will refuse to play partisan
politics, and who will place the needs of nation over the political desires of the individual.
If the upcoming election doesn’t produce such an individual and a free -spending administration is elected, the grandeur
of America will remain as dust, forever scattered over this fertile land.

Editor,
Due to recent thefts of Maxi ornaments from cars in the
parking garage, we believe that it is advisable for the faculty,
with their expensive ears and hood ornaments, to park on the
upper floors of the garages.
This would allow students, with our cheap cars with little
theft value, to park on the lower floors where the vandals operate.
This would not only reduce the vandalism in the parking
garages. but would save the faculty the undue stress and worry
that has been induced by this henious crime.
Delmirah (Albert
Michele Botanist
Senior
Senior
’hemistry
Public relations

Columnist’s left -leaning not justified
Editor,
In view of Daily columnist Frank Michael Russell’s extreme political one-sideness. I suggest he retitle his column
"Ragged Right and left Justified."
In the pictures of the Daily columnist on the forum page,
why are the left profiles always in the dark?
Michael W. Schulkins
Senior
Physics

Asians have encountered racism
Ldnor.
In the article, "minority education upgrade is crucial," on
April 6, Amado Padilla is quoted as saying that Asians in
America have not faced the "coloninition, exploitation and segragation’’ that other minority groups have faced.
let us not forget, Padilla. that not too many years have
past since Japanese Americans were "colonized and scgragated" into camps. Also Chinese-American workers were exploited for many years as cheap laborors for the building of the
railroads. All groups of people have been colonized, exploited
and segragated at one time. It will not he until people are
looked at equally and for their own individuality instead of for
groups sterotypes. that we will all be equal. Hopefully that day
will be soon
Diane Tom
Junior
Occupational Therapy

Daily Delivery

Janell
Hall

Until death do us part?
people tend to believe that the hardest part about
marriage is finding the right person to spend the
rest of your life with. Not true. The hardest part
begins after the proposal of engagement.
Once a couple decides to wed, everything seems
wonderful. The two imagine themselves to be eternally
happy and joyous. They look forward to the wedding
with such intensity that they are temporarily oblivious to
the inevitable confrontations that lie ahead.
Planning a wedding can be one the most frustrating
times in a young woman’s life. What begins with bliss
can end up with near suicide. I should know.
When I became engaged last summer to the man I
knew I wanted to marry. I thought I would be able to
breathe a sigh of relief and relax. But unknown to me at
the time, the work had just begun.
First, there was breaking the news to our parents.
We hoped they would be happy, but thought they
might think we were too young and impetuous. (cven
though we had known each other for more than two
years).
When the time came to tell my parents, I could
barely speak. My boyfriend had to tell them because I
had somehow lost my voice. The first question my father
asked my boyfriend was. "How are you going to support my daughter?"
This was a good question, considering the fact that
I would still have one more semester of school left after
the wedding took place.
We sort of brushed him off, assuring him we would
get by.
Then there was my mother. She was ready to plan
the whole ceremony that night, a year before the wedding takes place. She knew just what she wanted done
and how to arrange everything.
Thankfully. she has mellowed enough to let me
have some input.
there was the decision of who would particiNext
pate in the wedding. My mother insisted I have
my niece and nephew be flower girl and nog
bearer, respectively, but I was able to hold my ground
and flatly told her there would be absolutely no children
in the ceremony.
I’ve seen too many weddings virtually ruined by
children who were either too shy or too hyper to perform
their duty of walking down the aisle.
My boyfriend and I also had to decide who the attendants would be in the ceremony.
I am the type of person who has about four or five
"best friends" who would each be offended if not included in the wedding. A, soon as I announced to them
that I would be getting married this summer. I could almost hear their thoughts, wondering who would be chosen as maid of honor. They seemed to judge this position
as reserved for the best "best friend."
Fortunately, I decided to award this coveted position to my sister, thus alleviating an inevitable cat fight.
With the wedding only three and one half months
away, there are still many things to do.
There are still the flowers and the invitations lobe
ordered, as well as a photographer and musicians lobe
found.
A lot of my friends warned not to leave things until
the last minute, but alas, that is the story of my life.
My mother-in-law lithe keeps telling me Reno is a
lot cheaper and is only five hours away.
I’m beginning to think that might be a better idea
than going though all this frustration.
le planning to wed should take a long time to
rip
make surethey knowac
exactly what they are getting
into. Marriage isn’t just living with someone, buying a house, having kids and growing ()Id together.
Marriage is battles with in-laws. going into hock
for a one -day event, endless nail biting, hoping the wedding dress you ordered six months ago comes in at least
a week before the ceremony and the nagging doubts that
the ceremony may never take place.
Hut fortunately for most, everything turns out fine
with little or no major problems. That must be why couples go on honeymoons - to give them time to recover
from the weddirT.
Janell Hall is the feature editor and believes that
a marriage should last "until death do us part."
That is, if sou sursise the engagement first.
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Mass Communications purchases
lab computers with lottery funds
Gene C. Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
A lottery tund allotment has allowed a new personal computer lab to be
purchased by the Ikpartment of Journalism and Mass Communications,
Sweeney Hall. Room 213 will
house 24 IBM-compatible computers
with 11 dot matrix printers, an IBM -AT
compatible computer and a color printer,
said Dennis Brown, chairman of the department.
Students will be able to use the
computers for word processing and editing for journalism classes, including
news writing.
"(The lab) will enable the students
to learn in a real-world situation,"
Brown said.
The IBM -AT compatible v. ill be
used by the department’s advertising
program and will provide the students
with media -planning software. This will
enable them to plan V. hat types of messages and media wII Inc most ettective in
a particular advertising or public relations campaign. Brow n said.
The writing lab in Sweeney Hall.
Room 213 will be converted into the PC
lab. The lab is scheduled for completion
by next semester, he said
Computers can be used by any student enrolled in and qualified to take the

particular courses. he said .
Students taking classes which include Journalism 60A, 6011, C. 132
and Public Relations I 30A will be able
louse the new lab. Brown said.
The PC lab v. ill he operated through
actual classes scheduled through the department and is not a drop-in lab, he
said.
"The lab will he pretty well booked
solid, operating almost continuously during the day ," Brown said.
The cost of the PC lab is S34.80O,
he said.
’Fhe lottery funds were petitioned
for by the department last year and allocated last fall semester. Brown said.
Although many departments in the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences petitioned for lottery funds, Brown said the
determining factors in his department’s
receiving the funds were demonstrated
need for a PC lab and the occurrence of
the department’s 50th anniversary.
The typewriters in the writing lab
now in use will be used for faculty offices. he said.
"We won’t get rid of them." he
said, "except those that are no longer repairable.’
Recently. the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences received an allocation
of $47,000 in lottery funds specifically

for computer stations that has yet to be
divided among the departments. Brown
said.
Brown said he doesn’t expect the
Department of Journalism and M.o.
Communications to get any of those
funds because of the money given to it
for the PC lab.
Nevertheless, the department has
also received four Macintosh Plus personal computers through regular state appropriations, Brown said.
Two computers are in his iitti.e
with two more still to he &loon)
Brown said
The computers will be used for the
public relations and advertising lab in
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 201, he said
’’The. (computers) are wonderful.’’
Brown said. "They can Jo all sorts of
graphics."
The lab will be used for class projects such as advertising campaigns and
will be in use by fall, he said.
"Some of the faculty still have to
learn how to use them," Brown said.
Brown said the lab will be a drop-in
lab in which students can come in without advanced scheduling.
’We got a special deal. We got four
(computers) for the price of two," he
said.

Spartaguide
Chicana Alliance is holding a bake
sale from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today at
the barbecue pits. Call F.liane Alvarado
at 277-3106 for information.
Student Health Services is holding a
seminar from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
today in the Student Health Center.
Room 208. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 or Eunice Solis at 277-3437 for information.
scrA is holding a presentation for
anyone interested in teacher education
programs from noon to 1 p.m today in
Sweeney Hall. Room 333. Call Keni
Bensinger at 277-2681 for information.
Career Planning and Placement will
present a seminar on summer job hunting
techniques at 12:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Costanoan Room. Call
Deb Boogaard at 277-2272.
Career Planning and Placement is
presenting "Careers in History . Discover
Your Future Options" at 12:30 p.m.
today in Dudley Moorehead Hall, Room
165. Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272.
The History Department is presenting George Benson speaking on business
ethics and the Constitution today at
12:30 p.m. in Business Classrooms,
Room 004.
India Student Association will hold
a general meeting today between 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Ravi at 415-4431733 for information.
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Pre-medical Student’s Association
Conference on "Health Care Issues:
looking Ahead" will present a seminar
on "Medical Technology: Present Use
and Future Implications" at 4 p.m. today
in Science Building. Room 164, Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for information.
School of Engineering presents
I.arry Leifer of Stanford University
speaking on recent advances in the use of
industrial robots to serve disabled persons at 4 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall,
Room 100.
Campus Ministries will present a
Bible study from 5:15 to 6:30 p.m. today
at the Campus Christian Center. Call
Then at 270-1226 for information.
Society of Latinos in Engineering
and Science will hold a volleyball team
meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the Engineering Building. Room 335. Call Michelle Hannibal at 277-2214 for information.
General Union of Palestinian Students will hold a "Day of the Land"
event at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Umunhum Room. Call Roy at
370-6332.
The SJSU Karate Club will hold a
workout at 7:30 p.m. today in Spartan
Coniplex. Room 089. Call Debby at
225-0292 for information.

The Concert Choir and Choraliers is
holding a "Home Concert" at 8:15 p.m.
today in the Concert Hall.
Army ROTC is holding a bunny
shoot today and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. at MacQuarric Hall basement firing range. Room 10. Call Mitch Dean at
998-9113 or 978-9215 or 277-2985 for
information.
The Anthropology Department is
presenting Gopinath Mohanty speaking
on the plight of India’s tribal minorities
at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow in Dudley
Moorehead Hall, Room 226-B. Call
James M. Freeman at 277-2533 for information.
Career Planning and Placement will
hold a Co-op Orientation at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Business Classrooms, Room
300. Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272 for
information.
Pre -Medical Students Association
will present Dr. Michael Richardson
speaking on "Medical School: What Is It
Really Like?" at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall, Room 249. Call Eddy at
370-7815 for information.
Spartagold Dance Team will hold
dance team tryouts between 6:45 and 9
p.m. tomorrow at Spartan Complex,
Room 209. Open for all. Call Kim Ono.
277-2187 and Regina Calloway. 2871355 for information.

A
WALNUT CREIL, i AP)
...reek that gurgled its way across inni
lobbs’ land for 20 years dried up "like
somebody turned off a faucet." the
iomeowner said.
Utility district officials say that’s
ust about what happened.
East Bay Municipal Utility District

spokeswoman Ida McClendon said that
last Thursday was the day district crew
repaired a leaking water main near the
house.
’As far as I know it’s the first re
port of a missing creek we’ve ever had.’
McClendon said.

Have a parent working at
Hewlett Packard?
$$$ SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE $$$
John Morton Scholarships are available for 1987-1988 to stu
dents of sophomore standing or higher, who have a parent
working at Hewlett Packard

WASHINGTON (API The Marine Corps has arrested a third former U.S. Embassy security guard on suspicion of spying for the Soviet Union. the Pentagon said
Wednesday
The suspect, Sgt. John Joseph Weirick, was arrested
Fuesday and is confined to the brig at Camp Pendleton.
(’alif.. said Robert Sims. the Pentagon’s chief spokesman
Weirick is suspected ot espionage while working as a
security guard at the American consultate office in Leningrad in 1981 and 1982, Sims disclosed. Weinck also served
at the U.S. embassy in Moscow and the embassy in Rome.
As a result of his arrest, the security of both the consulate office in Leningrad and the Rome embassy is now being
investigated, Sims indicated.
Sims said Weirick, 26, was from Eureka, Calif., and
was arrested at his current post with the 3rd Marine Aircraft
Wing at the Marine Air Station at Tustin. Calif
The spokesman said Weinck was arrested as a result of
the continuing probe of Sgt. Clayton 1 I onetree, a former
embassy guard in Moscow who was .barged in January
with espionage.
Sims said there was no connection between !amen=
and Weirick "beyond the similarity of Soviet methods."
Asked what he meant by the similarity of Soviet methods. Sims said it appeared that Weirick had "unreported
contacts with Soviet citizens, including women "

Defector says he was abused
MOSCOW ( Al’) An American soldier who defected
to the Soviet Union says he did it because he was abused in
the U.S. Army and wanted "a chance to be a human
being." the official news agency lass said Wednesday.
Wade Roberts said he "loved his people’’ and denied
his desertion was treason. Tass reported.
It was the first Soviet news report about the American
since Kremlin officials announced last week that Roberts
had defected and Soviet authorities granted asylum to the
soldier and a West German woman.
Tass also offered photographs of Roberts and the
woman, Petra Neumann. taken in Red Square.
The U.S. Army has confirmed that a Pvt. 2 Wade E.
Roberts was declared absent without leave March 2 from his
army unit 45 miles northeast of Frankfurt, West Germany.
It has not commented on Soviet reports of the defection, the first of an American soldier to the Soviet Union
since the Vietnam war.
According to Liss. Roberts suffered from "arbitrary
actions in their most debased forms." "Commanders there
get sadistic satisfaction from insults, ill-treatment and physical abuse.’
"Americans are slapped on their faces and then called
in a high-flown manner-to defend democracy... it said.
The U.S. military newspaper Stars and Stripes quoted
an acquaintance of Roberts on Wednesday as saying he was
in trouble with the Army and had discussed wih his girlfriend how to desert.

A hearing was scheduled April 21 before Superior
Court Judge Myron Brown to appoint a panel of doctors to
rev iew Allaway ’s mental condition and determine if he is
eligible for release
"Allaway should ne%er be released under any circumstances." Deputy District Attorney Marty Engquist said
Tuesday "He’s the largest mass murderer thus county has
ever had. He’s a danger He should not he allowed out in
the community.’’
Allaway is entitled to a jury trial to determine if he is
sane and no longer poses a danger to society. but F.ngquist
said the district attorney’s office would vig lllll usly oppose
his release. By law. Allaway can be released it doctors determine he no longer is insane.
On July 12, 1976. Allaway walked into the library at
Cal State Fullerton where he worked is a janitor and shot
down nine people. seven of whom died
He was cons med by a jury in 1977 of six counts of
first -degree murder, one count of second-degree murder and
two counts of assault with a deadly weapon.
But Superior Court Judge Robert Kneeland later ruled
that Allaway was innocent by reason of insanity and ordered
him to maximum -security confinement at Atascadero.

Cocaine risk substantiated
NEW YORK (API
Chronic and tirst-time cocaine
users risk seizures. suicidal tendencies, paralysis and other
serious complications. according to studies presented
Wednesday’.
"It’s very clear there are a whole bunch of complications." said Dr. Daniel Lowenstein, chief neurology resident at the University of California at San Francisco.
"We clearly saw patients vrho claimed they’d never
used cocaine before and had serious complications." he
said In addition, complications showed up in people who
were using small or large amounts ot the drug, he said.
At the annual meeting of the American Academy of
Neurology, lowenstein described 133 cases of cocaine
users who came to San Francisco General Hospital between
July 1979 and September 1986.
Twenty-eight users complained of seizures, usually
convulsions lasting four or five minutes. 1.owenstein said.
In two cases the seizures resisted standard treatment and
doctors had to induce a coma to bring them under control,
and one of the victims is now institutionalized, he said.
Another 67 patients showed psychiatric disturbances,
ranging from bizarre behavior to severe agitation, paranoia
and depression, he said. Four jumped from buildings, and
another nine developed a desire to commit suicide after
using cocaine, he said.

IRS gives wrong answers

WASHINGTON I AP) The Internal Revenue Service provides the wrong answer to nearly one-fourth of the
taxpayer, whir call the agency’s toll -free telephone lines
with questions about their income tin returns, congressional
investigators said Wednesday.
The General Accounting Office, in a report to a House
subcommittee. said IRS employees gave the wrong answ er
SANTA ANA (Al’) Edward Allaway. acquitted by
reason of insanity after shooting nine people at California 22 percent of the time when investigators posing as taxpay State University at Fullerton II years ago, killing seven, ens called IRS assistance centers and asked 21 typical las
law questions. An additional 15 percent ot the answers were
has asked to be released from Atascadero State Hospital.
Allaway. 47, filed a formal petition with Orange correct but incomplete.
IRS Commissioner Lawrence H Gibbs saiul he was
County Superior Court, claiming he has regained his sanity
and is "no longer a danger to the health and safety of bth- "neither pleased nor satisfied about our performance in tax paver

CSUF killer seeks release

ADVERTISE!!

EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE
10th Street Parking Garage, 6th Floor
April 19, 6:00 A.M.

EASTER WORSHIP 9:45 A.M.
ti

Call 277-3171
Today!

GET
R\1111-a

10th Street and San Fernando
295-2035
American Rttptist

A FORMAL WORD OF THANKS!
The A.S. Election Board would like to thank the following organizations for
their contributions to the Spring 1987 General Elections:

DEADLINE TO APPLY: Friday, April 10, 1987
Applications are available at the Financial Aid Office
Wahlquist Library South #208 SJSU
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APICS
Alpha Phi Omega
A.S. Program Board
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Upsilon
Delta Zeta
Fiji
Green Valley Christian Church
IEEE
Marketing Club
Mecha
Men’s Gymnastics
Music Department
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Spartan Shops
Tau Delta Phi
Theta Chi

And also, a Special Thanks to all the other Happy Campers who braved the
sun, got dehydrated and missed some of the goodies at the International
Food Bazaar!

Ahem,
Marketing Conaunant
Jolene Garrett. Colette Kokes Perri McOodieri
I on Ann Urshen Johnny kin

ciwifin Amon’,

Third embassy guard arrested

Gurgling creek runs out of water

PhOlOgrapheris
Robert affront.. Mich., Burks, Joe Poem, Craig
Kohlruss John II Lawrence, Edward ledesma
Brad Mangin Nancy Nedel Bret J PONormle
George Sekkested
Artists
Cliff Asher ...gine Au,leS Shannon Begion. Ste
ahem. Carroll Christ& Cool. Danny Lee Celt,
Sheri., Viverh,
Corinne Maimed
I ussen
Karon Water
N1100.1 Account Evecuttreo
Carol ’lob.. Sharon Colo. Sotenne tenet.,
Samna Sections Account Emmons..
Trey. liossetie Berbera Hanscom.. Veronica,
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Chines V.
ice Hoe Chary.
torA Fakes Petrick Evans Wesley FON, Chi,
JOhnstOn. Wendy Kawamoto. Jeff Kress, Rich
Nontnen Jerry Raymond. Gad Taylor. Kendra
Vanden...ker t on Wgand

Dateline

For more information call:
Captain Sullivan collect at (415) 273-6000

Hugs & Kisses!! From Bubba, Muffy, Buffy, Chip, Walter, Biffy, Babs, and
Candy. The A.S. Election Board
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Spartans split with Tigers
Team plays host to San Diego State tonight
Ry John Bagley
Daily stall writer
Because of major throwing error.
the SJSI.1 softball team had to settle for a
doubleheader split with the UOP ’tigers
Monday night. the Spartans lost the first
game 4-3 and edged out a 2-I victory in
the second.
After the doubleheader split Monday. the softball team hopes to bounce
al

Softball
back tonight at l’Al held. when they
play host to PCA A rival San Diego
State.
What actually happened Monday
night in Stockton?
The error came in the bottom of the
second inning. It was the type of error
coaches have nightmares about, and suddenly it was a reality.
In that inning the Tigers were able
to load up the bases with a couple of singles and a walk. The Spartans. however,
managed to get two outs on the determined ’ll’igers.
But just when everything seemed
under control for the Spartans. a little
dribbler was hit to shortstop Stay
Sheets, who misfired her throw which
was intended for second. The ball ran
deep into right field and Kim Green was
unable to make a play in time, allowing
all four runs to score for 1,10P.
According to SJSU softball coach
Kathy Straiten, that one stray throw was
the only mistake the team had made all
night.
"That one throwing error cost us
four runs, and a ballgame, Strahan
said. "However, that was the only thing
we did wrong all night. Unfortunately. it
came at the wrong time.
That is about all the Spartans did do
wrong that night. They had great pitch N
0051
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KItili right fielder Kim Green throws the ball between innings of the Spartans game against Santa Clara April
I. After split fig a pair with IlOP Monday, the Spartans will try their luck tonight against San Diego State.

as.si.ated
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1-3-1-3toc.ktacAlsi,eNai\ailiE

ing from pitchers Gale Dean and Dawn
Hilgenburg, who each threw impressive
four-hitters.
the SJSU bats were on as well that
evening, and they weren’t turned on for
mere singles, they were turned on to
power. SJSU players Cami Pogue and
Angie Latilegi took the Tiger pitchers
deep.
In the first game Pogue hit a solo
homerun in the top of the seventh that
helped ease the bleeding caused by the
throwing error earlier. SJSU was unable
to spark any rally though. as they went
down in order after the shot.
In the second game. it was I eolagi’s turn to play lung ball. She hit a tworun homer in the top of the second which
turned out to he the game winner rot the
16- I 3 Spartans.
Strahan said UOP was lucky to get
out of the evening with any wins, period.
"We scored five earned tuns tonight," Strahan said. ’1.101. only had
one that was earned. If it wasn’t for the
throwing error, these games really
wouldn’t have been close
In tonight’s game against SDS,
Strahan feels the key will be to score
early.
"If we are to do anything in this
conference, we must sweep San Diego,"
Strahan said.
"I don’t know that much about
them, but they will be a good team. They
have played a lot of conference games
and have good experience with the difficult teams. Although they were picked to
finish in the bottom half of the confer-

’If we are to do anything
in this conference, we
must sweep San Diego.’
Kathy Strahan,
SJSU softball coach
ence, we will still be the underdogs:*
The Spartans. currently 3-7 in
PCAA play, still have a lot of games left
in the nation’s top conference. According to Spartan catcher Kelli Moulden,
these remaining games will he a true test
of the team.
"We still have to plo Fullerton
(Ni, I in nation). Pomona. and Fresno,
which is a tough road to follow," Moulden said. "However. if we can get the
same level of intensity hack that we had
throughout the Bud Light Tournament,
we are capable of beating anyone...
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ELIMINATING TERRORISM
THROUGH PRAYER
Free lecture to he given hi’:

JACK EDWARD
HUBBELL, C.S.B.

A member of the Christian
Science Board of Lectureship

tketetencee

Sports Shorts
Baseball
The Spartan baseball team lost 4-2
to the Santa Clara Broncos Wednesday
afternoon in Santa Clara.
The Broncos, who have beaten
SJSt I 124- 151 three times this season. got
three runs in the bottom of the sixth. with
the game -winning single coming off the
bat of Mike Medeiros.
SJSU kJ 2-0 early. but the Broncos
were able to battle from behind tor the
victory.
Santa Clara was led by Jeff Di Bono, who went three for three with two
RBI, and Gary Maasberg. who went
three tor tour
The Spartans got a two for four afternoon front Rick Anderson. including a
triple and one RBI. Rob Thomas went
two for four for SJSU
Al liacosa got the loss in relief tor
the Spartans Matt McCormick mahheil
the win lor the Broncos.
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Free Pregnancy Services
12WhiteRd

Needed

Job Market:
NEW

YORK CITY

Subscribe to the
NY METRO EDITION
ut the Sunday New York Times
employment classifieds.
I tXII’s of career opportunities in
advertising, accounting,
marketing, management,
publishing and more. An
invaluable career-search tool.
week subscnption only $25 (postai.
paid). Send certified cashiers check
money order ha

$41
offany 18K ring.

.... e."’
$
offany 14K ring.
$15 ,i,!),
it
offany 10K ring.

Chas. Kielt
Job Market: AMERICA
249 Dukes Street

Kearny, NJ 07032
IDDI
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TO HAVE FREE COPIES!
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Date: Now through April 10
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Place: Spartan Bookstore

FREE SNACK
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Juan Diego Society
258-2008
Donations & Volunteers

Please join us on Friday, April 17 (a 1.00 p.m.
First Church of Christ Scientist
1807 The Alameda
San Jose, California

a coupon. value up to $5.00, redeemable at any retail
Spartan Shops Food Service area.
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SJSU wins on the road
By Jeff Goulane
Daily staff writer
With its 6-2 win over Stanislaw
State Tuesday. the SJSU baseball team
124-141 won a road game for the first
time in almost two months
Since the Spanans last road victory.
a 3-2 win over USI- Feb IS, SJSU had
lost five away games, and the inconsistency had coach Sam Piraro worried.
"We haven’t been a very good road

hung in there and got the crucial outs He
deserved to get the win
But McPeak wouldn’t have received the win it Fisher hadn’t produced
the game -winner in the top of the se’, enth.
Fisher. normally a pinch hitter, has
recently been producing tin the team
when called upon to do so. Tuesday,
with two outs and the haws loaded.
isher singled to score Rod Pierce and
Mike Haruff.
It was a big hit for the team’s top
pinch hitter
currently hitting .370
ho started his second consecutive game
at first base,
"Brian came through with flying
colors." Piraro said. "He’s been swinging the bat well in practice and getting
some clutch hits for us. I felt he deserved
an opportunity to play on a permanent
hasis.
But SJSU had to battle the tough
I )is ision III Warriors, as well as the sun.
before breaking the game open by scoring four runs over the last three innings.
"In baseball, division this or division that doesn’t mean anything," Piraro
said. "Stanislaus made several outstanding plays. We had to pla sery hard to

Baseball
team this year." Piraro said. "so we
took this game very seriously...
That’s just what the Spartans did,
using solid pitching etfons from starter
Matt McPeak and reliever Dan Archibald, plus a clutch base hit by Brian
Fisher to earn the win.
McPeak, a senior, raised his record
to 2-1 by scattering six hits and only allowing one walk and two runs over six
innings Archibald, who took over in the
seventh, earned his first save of the year.
"Matt pitched six solid innings,"
Piraro said. "He gave us a good effort,
as he usually does.
Dies Nit
hard No he

r:1111i

’We lost a couple ot balls in the
still that led to a run. But they misplayed
a ball that let us score a run A home
team should never let that happen.’’
In addition to Fishers’ heroics, center fielder Pierce and catcher Dan Hewitt
each contributed two hits II, the 10-hit
Spartan attack
Pierce had a sun -aided RBI triple in
the eighth and scored two runs. while
Hewitt, who was replacing an injured
Rick Rayford, had two singles.
Fernando Viera, who recently
moved to third base, was named the
PCAA conference field player of the
week for the second time this season.
The junior transfer from Ohlone College
has been hitting at a .482 clip over the
last 17 games.
"Fernando has been invaluable to
us." Piraro said. "He’s been a tremendous asset for the team and a solid contributor
"He’s had so many clutch twostrike, two-out hits, we’re almost feeling
guilty of expecting more from him."
In the eighth. Bob Straight came
within five feet of hitting his first home
run of the year, but settled for a double
’itthe wall

UOP series next for Spartans
By Stephen Ellison
Daily staff writer
Forget the fact that the LIOP baseball team has a conference record identical to that of SJSU 13-31.
Forget what happened in the 1986 series between these
two teams. when Pacific took two of three from the Spartans at
Municipal Stadium.
Spartan coach Sam Piraro could care less about either of
these particulars, as his team hits the road to Stockton for its
three -game stint with the Tigers this weekend.
But, while a coach tries not to worry about the opponent’s
record or what has happened in the past, Piraro may he concerned with the players’ attitude toward their first PCAA series
away from home.
"I think on the road there’s a lot of factors involved." Pi ram said. "For one, there’s an unfamiliarity with the surroundings. The home team always feels inure comfiwiable playing on
its home field. This also gives them a lot more confidence..
Those are two major factors.
"Another factor is that they have the last at hat and that
could be a psychological advantage. And a fourth factor is Iliciatine."
Piraro believes all of these elements have played a part in
the Spartans below -.500 experience on their opponent’s fields.
Just fise of SJSU’s 24 wins this year have come on the road.
\ lost of our away games have been dose ones." Pirani
h
said
\ hreal. here
.

.

couple of those. We had mini, t.ad breaks in those games."
In recent games. the Spartans have generally controlled
their own destiny, using their bats to their advantage. Offensively, they have continued improving over the past few
weeks, due in pan to the fiery Fernando Viera. The Spartan’s
first baseman -turned -third baseman, has virtually taken over as
the team’s offensive catalyst.
Viera is leading the Spartans in hitting with a .354 average
and is the first on the team to reach the 40-hit barrier this season. He is also second on the team with 24 RBI, six of which
are game winners.
1.10P’s pitching staff will he weary of Viera just as the
Spartan hurlers will be weary of the Tigers’ Joe Orti7 and Willie Tatum Orti7, who does the catching duties for Pacific, is
hitting .358 and leads the team in stolen bases. Tatum is the
ideal first baseman at 6-6 and the second -leading hitter on the
squad at .353.
Probable starters are Dan Archibald (5-2. 3.07 ERA) versus Doug Nelson 14-6. 5.201 on Friday night. Archibald hurled
seven and one-third innings fin the Spartans last Friday against
Fresno State. but didn’t receive a decision.
On Saturday. Al Bacosa (5-2, 2.781 is slated to start
against Chris Scott (2-3. 4.1(11. Bacosa has pitched four complete games this year for the Spartans.
Sunday’s matehup should have Anthony Telford (7-4,
1 161 tiring away against Freshman Jim Yanko 12-4, 6.31 ).
N1111 11)S
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Brad Mangin Daily stall

photographer

infielder Fernando Niera, bottom, tries to break up a double play against Fresno State Saturday. The
Spartans oon the series with the Bulldogs 2-1, then topped Stanislaus State 6-2 Tuesday in a non-league game.
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Raffinati’s Robert Wagner Collection
Yves St Laurent
Bill Blass
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Wool Jackets $59.99
(value $115.00)

TR’S LUNCH SPECIAL
Create Your Own
Sizzling 8 oz.
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Sirloin Steak
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Meal
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Selection of Ties $14.99
Cordoroy Trousers $24.99
(value $42 50)

For SJSU Only!
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Polish dissident cautions Americans
to guard the nation from communism
houses to publish pamphlets, books and
newspapers.
"The state monopoly in the field of
publishing information has been hri
ken." he sant
Certain underground newspapers
have circulations of 70.(81) to 120.000.
Cruma said Prior to 1980, penodicals
usually had no more than 5.0(8) to 6,000
copies printed.
After his prepared presentation he
answered audience questions with the
help of an interpreter.
He said America must do more to
protect people trims communism.
American system is not persistent enough or strong enough to deal
with communists:* Cruma said. ’’The
lust let them do things "
He does not want the United States
to start a war with the Soviet Union and
said he believes the United States should
limit Its influence on the Eastern Miss
countries.
’The money and the economic help
that is given to Eastern Europe. like Poland, is helping the communists, not the
nation:’ Cruma said. "It’s not the nation that gets the money. The nation has
no influence whatsoever on the distobu
tion of the money or economic help that
is coming from the West’.
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Crisis in business ethics
to be addressed by expert

OPEN ’TIL
MIDNIGHT
APRIL 15

19th century. Ibis isn’t something
that happened for the first time in
1987," he said.
By looking at violations in a his
torical perspective and examining the
Constitution, future failures can be
prevented. Ikari said.
"All business schools today are
extemely concerned with ethics,"
Wendel said
’We would like to offer more
business ethics courses at SJSU.Dean said. "In the future there will
be"
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out’ free set 18’ "
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Nen and .1 S Piesident I ow Boothe said the A S
hoard of directors would set policy tor the boxes after spring
break.
The Spartan Rev le% stall was unsure if they would appear before the board to contest this matter.
’We’re sort sit undecided at this time.- Schulkins
said "Hut the A S does need to work out a lair schedule to
distribute publications such as the Spartan Review and Protege,’’ he said
"There’s not a lot we can do:’ said Paul Romero, who
is in charge of advertising tor the Spartan Review. "I don’t
think hanging heads against Roger Wert will do a lot of
good
Hut Romero said it the Spartan Re’s iew is denied use of
the boxes, then they may seek legal action
He said the Review might go to the Amencan Civil
Liberties Union, but would probably wait until a case down
in San Diego is decided.
The California Review, an independent paper at the
I ’nix ersit% of California at San Diego. has a suit tiled
against the I (’SD student government. which is not allowing the Re% iew to use the boxe..
if it comes to that, we’ll be able to cite
precedence.’’ Romero said.
Schulkins said the Spartan Re’s lc% is looking into alternative means of distribution lust in case Ile xx iiuld not
elaborate on his plans.

taking care of each other’s children and employer-supplied resource and referral centers, where parents could go to
check the availability of child care in
their area. she said.
Employers need to understand that
these children will be their future employees. she said.

I he s’ilipostuni attiasted onh, ten
people, most from the hamilies Association.
The ice cream social, also held
Wednesdas . was held to celebrate children, Johnson said.
Children attended from SJSU’s
Child Development lab and the Frances
Outland Child Day Care Center. located
at 10th and San Salsador streets. recei% -

ing tree lie CreJni and lace paintings as
part of the celebration.
The ice cream was donated by
Thrifty Drug Store and the cones by
Spartan Shops.
Adults were charged 50 cents for
ice cream cones Proceeds from the
:1110 aided the
event cos ered supph is
Spartan ( ’its Families Asso, ’anon. Johnson said.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
,vstem in which educational and
areer advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 13.0. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

MICHAEL J. FOX
0,4 401fr
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Spartan City honors Week of the Child

Cruma said the most important
thing U.S. (Ahrens can do is to provide
moral support to the underground
movement and groups opposing the PolJohn B Lawrence Daily staff photographe
ish government
Cruma was arrested in June of 1970 Polish dissident Andrzej Czuma answers audience members questions
and tried in September and October of after his speech Tuesday.
1971. He was then sentenced for seven
years for "the undertaking of prepara- Security So-% ice more than 40 times dur- governments for their religious or political beliefs.
tions to forcibly overthrow the people’s ing 1977-80.
Amnesty
International
adopted
state."
Eventually. Cruma was jailed for
He was released in September 1974 six months during 1980 for organiring an Cruma as a prisoner of conscience several
times
while
he was jailed in Poland.
upon a decree of amnesty.
illegal march and demonstration. The
Amnesty International members try to
After his release he organired pro- presentation was sponsored by the Assoapply
pressure
on the governments by
test movements, pamphlet distribution, ciated Students Program Hoard and Aminformational
and
demonstrations. nesty International. a worldwide group writing letters requesting the release of
the prisoners
Cruma was detained and arrested bs the which supports people imprisoned by

Business laws are based on the
Constitution, and recent violations
are related to the foundation of our
system, Dean said.
This event is in conjunction with
the SJSU History Department’s bicentennial celebration of the Constitution.
There has been a recent rash of
unethical business decisions and a
host of similar situations happened a
century ago. Ikan said
lol,itions in the
"lbefe
ef
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Roger Wert.
In the memo. Wert extended control of the blue boxes
to the Spartan Daily He slated that other material in the
boxes "is to be considered litter and thrown away ."
The March 24 memo was primarily directed at the
Spartan Res sew
a monthls paper which began distributing its one sear anniiersars issue j ,f0 prior to the memo.
wcn said he issued the memo bt:CAUM: the paper. although not funded Iss the A S.. was using A.S. boxes
Michael Shulkins, Spartan Review editor, called the
memo "a violation of the First Amendment and of the freedom of the press.’
Wert later said it the Spartan Daily didn’t have an).
problems with the Review- using the boxes, then he didn’t
either.
But Dennis Brown, chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Mass Communication, said at the time that
he wasn’t sure he had the authority to make such a decision.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president and
Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans were also not
sure who could make policy regarding the boxes.
Robert Martin, dean of Student Services, said it was up
to scheduling io decide.
Robison then CI ’mimed the
S business i Itike. whir
115111 lit, I he A S owns the how.
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A.S. board controls news boxes

PENELOPE SPHEERIS

TONIGHT 9 PM
$2 Admission
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There’s no such thing as
an overnight success.
Brantley Foster took
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Officials claim the city of San Jose’s decision to build a
17,500 seat arena will have little effect on the future success of
the 5.5(X) seat Student Union Recreation anti Events Center,
SUROD Chairman Marcus Am said he believes the Rec
Center will cater to smaller college audiences

President Gail Fullerton suspended wrestling yesterday as
a varsity sport at SJSU.
Fullerton cited budget troubles within the men’s athletic
department as the reason for suspending the sport.
the men’s athletic department faces a budget deficit of at
least $250,000 at the end of this fiscal year in June, said Vern
Wagner, interim men’s athletic director.

Four SJSU Associated Students representatives lobbied
inside the state Capitol on behalf of California’s college students.
The representatives joined with other students around the
state in an effort to convince legislators to change the proposed
budget and other legislation.
the SJSU representatives were Rob Gunter, SJSU’s Cali.fomia State Student Association delegate, CSSA delegate -elect
Tom Boothe. Vice President-elect Terry McCarthy, and Patricia Philips, director-cleci for non-traditional minority affairs.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHK D ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhanc personal L prohmalonel growth is Volunteer In.
Son in ’vow renowned local
program
Counseling. support

are award., Internships are pos.
able, & you may own 23,4 cr..
Its qtr or pinata During your

Organizers of a march supporting the reinstatement of the
controversial Hispanic radio program "Radio ArtIan have agreed to meet today with the dean of humanities and the arts and
KSJS representatives.
In a telephone conference with Vice President J. Handel
Evans and members of "Radio Artlan,’’ dean Arlene Okerlund
said she would arrange a meeting with program members and
KSJS personnel to try to work out compromise
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STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your 1.1h. eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see 5 S Ortice or
.111(408) 371-68

AUTOMOTIVE
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’69 VW BUG,10k new factory ens
bares,
bres,setettelc man
Mined receipts $1500.286-8730

IOU

SFL I
puter

COMPATIRI F comXL complete system for
AT complete system tor

1.570

$1195 PC-COM, computer & ac
cots.. 404 S 3rd St . corner of
San Salvador, 795-1806 We mcept Visa or MC

FUTONS. CREATE YOUR own living
& steeping spice with our futons.
Pillows & fremes Customs Fu
tons
Pillows Plus. 900 S Win.
cheater Blvd (ben. Moorperk &
WilkenistSan Jose 796-6161 10%
Discount on futons w ad
CAN OWN A NEW GRAND
DEL TA 10-spend for less Won
S85 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
low-cost trensportatkw werls for
the student All sales final 30 day
parents* Days 942-7736. Eves
293-4780 ask tor Joe

HONDA SSOSS 1976 1500 or beet
Offer Call Todd for details ei 986
8400.619 days

ADVERTISING,

MARKETING ASSIS
T8NTS, Mac office duties for
local nurchenipi contractor PI
time $S hr, start mmed. 260-7400
JOBS

during

Faster

Brook Collect signatures for City
Ordinance by going door-to-door
No selling, no rep needed Will
train Earn 510-512 hr Must a
Cempbell resident end 18 yers or
Older Call Bob at 371 0644
AIRLINES

CRUISE!. INES

HIRING’

Summer
Career’ Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide cassette.
newswervica, (916)944-4444 x20
DRAFTER WANTED

Work pert time
Mt summer, then full lime all sum.
ma if you can lay toed. call Cad
at 297-2960

Rent A Car Is now accepting applications at It a San Jose Airport
imation Please apply at 1455
N F Airport Blvd between Sam
and 4pm. Monday through Friday
CAR!

5 sales Hyundai. 10
Wee sable. is sales BMW 325
Fiat-rete long dist (415)4564200

FNCYCI OPEDIA

SAL ES’ Mop your
$240 per
prosperity.,
additional incentive
plu
payment We offer complete line
own
sale,

of educalonal products We offer
free rtcleo training For an inter
Mew cell Mr Mead at 241-3295
OPERATORS
PFIOC
EXHAUST
NEFOED ot VARIAN Full tIme,
weekend shift (Friday. Saturday.
Sunday. Monday) Requires U S
citizenship, a tmhnical ori.tation and good record keeping
skills Call Lid at (415) 493.11100.
e el as
SERVICE
S16.707-$59.1413. yr. now

FEDERAL,STATE
JOBS
hiring

& CIVIL

Cell Job Line 1-5184593611pm F.288, 24hr

GET A HEAD START on bettor summer mbl lean salesmarmap. negotiation eh-Mopes. communicaorgenizellonel
skills,
tion
follow up procetechnique.
dures by getting alumni to contribute to academics at SJSU PT
K. eves & week.nd hours,
neat campus To gem $5-$12.
cell the Annual Fund M 277-9206

1

been in private prmtice as Protaislonal Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 and use

PART TIME SALES, Resume and vent
mg service. excellent commissions Bey Area’s most expert
enc. Student discounts Career
Canter oil 243-4070

vast orray Of techniques In sera
kg you A single session does
the job-amazingly rapid. *bathe
and practical 575 hr. 54530 min
ReMences, Carol Willis. MA Call
(408) 7349110 tor appointment or
lobe placed on the moiling list for
lectures workshops classes

WAITRESS needed for
evenings and or weekends Call
Mac at Mine. 998-9711

PHOTOGRAPHER
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can.m in the MODELING
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NURSES,. Spring twin train
log Fern up to $12 per hour pert
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relationship’ Please cell Brian it
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pontos related to pregnancy. to
be discussed
part) AND GUITAR -private lesions
In your home or at SJSU Theory,
musklanship. composition Chii.
drxmn and misfits Call 297-8690

FRIDAY s RESTAURANT now
hiring welter eases
An. cook.
Apply awn 2-4prn vadys, 10343
N Wolfe Rd . Cupertino
START TODAY,
Flaible hours
commission &
P hr to start
bonus A national carper cleaning
company is looking for enthusiastic persons to help expand Its Bay
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HEY DELTA ZETASt Hope you have
an Incredible Spring Brook Rip
and leer all the way’ Love CDC
THANKS for the
PAM.
TAMMY
great gilt and great time in Santo
Cr01.1 love you both, TONY
EARN FREE LINGERIE by having
party at your own home Great tor
bridal showers. birlhdeys, and
fund raisers Call 225-0880
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ADVERTISING SALES. Flealble hours,
base and commission, Memships meltable Ground level opportunity tor Isleinled people
Business periodical
Call 2961000
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but VII welt there between 9 309 45’I m really sorry ’ I still want
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WHERE are
you? Are you dead? Cali me or
wrtte John 0 Box 2939, SCU,
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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY is apanding
the San Jose campus and has
variety of part -lime &
po
Pions ovallable Contact Helen
Huber at 291 5,400
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY. Be e counselor at CAMP
WAYNE in NE Penn Warm tun
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computers. clewing Campus in.
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Ing for children 2-5 yaws Neer
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free broTEACH OVERSEAS’ For
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1049 Graduating seniors should
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OLDER BROTHER TYPE wnid for 12
yr old boy Child care. 11 house.
keeping in archno for rrn & brd
$ tor yard work If you want East
Foothills area. 259-9645

HOUSING
AFFORDABL f HOUSING’ Naar San
Jose Slate tor students Don’t
hassle parking, welk to school
Irma utilities monthly disc Fully
furnished, color TV VCR end
housekerearg sena* Siwed or
single rooms available Cake 77
N 5th St . call 9940234

95053
MI

El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shebat dinner*, parties
Sunday brunches. lectures. TuesIsraeli
day Lunch and learn
dancing, holiday ceiebratIon
For information call Ham at 294-

6311

FREE Information please
Notional Home Shoppers
Boa 90359, San Jose. Ca 95109
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Guaranteed work Only 10 min,
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BEST PAPER when mon. cod
Prof.monal typing.
processed
editing of your term papers.
theses, letters. whelever Guar
onto. acallence

Call 251-0449
PROFESSIONAL
AND
word processing PJ a word Pro
ceasing Service otters quality.
guaranteed work Experienced in
term pipers thesis, group p10lats. resumes. manuscripte and
letters Only minutes from cam-

ACADEMIC

Smith Photography at 258.1329
PROFESSIONAL

or Phil at 249-7820 432.5333
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZ1RIAN Distinctive portraiture
with a ansitive touch A variety
of pmkaus to choose from. all
pmed

pus Call PJ at 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING.9238461 70% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
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the music, Mkhei Productions
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for your wedding, party, or dance
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County capsulized by professor

MB MIR I

;

New book traces
Santa Clara history
from 1769 to 1987

I I

Find Out If
You Qualify For

PAYNF. from page I
Heritage Commission member
Wyman said the commission recommended Payne to the publisher.
Windsor Publications. Inc., because
previous
Payne’s
liked
members
book - a history ot the Summut Road
Mountains.
(’rue
Santa
of
the
area
Payne, raised in Santa Clara and
Santa (’rue counties, has lived in San
Jose, Campbell. Iris Gatos and Santa
Crur.
"I’ve pretty much focused on Santa
Clara County and Santa (ru7 County tin
my work), although I did a chapter of a
book on Santa Barbara. Payne said.
"(International and national history) interest me, but that’s not what I really
want to do."
Payne said he also likes local history because he continually learns more
about it from his students.
’Thai’s one of the enjoyable things
about doing something that’s local. he
said. "(Students) can get all the primary
sources they need right here.
"Normally, students wouldn’t have
that kind of opportunity until they go to
grad school."
Among the courses Payne has
taught at SJSU are Santa Clara County
history, U.S. history and government.
and survey of methodology in social science.
Although he has been an SJSU instructor since 1981, Payne is still a temporary employee. He said he has applied
tor a full-time position which just opened
in the SJSU History Department for a
public historian.
Payne said he isn’t sure why he
chose to become a history’ professor.
"My grandmother told me once that
when I was in the sixth grade I told her I
was going to be a history teacher." he
said. Whatever happened, I’m not

AN EXCITING CAREER IN

SALE
ONow’

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

.00

Color TV ’s, VCR’s, Cable
FREE Utilities
FREE Housekeeping
Fully Furnished
Spacious Rooms
Easily Accessible to Bus
Routes and Freeway
Walking distance to SJSU

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS
OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

S

IS SUCCESS WORTH JUST A FEW MINUTES OF YOUR TIME?

Then answer the simple questions below to
discover if you have an aptitude for this ever
growing profession:

4.99
CASS/LP

Spirr#SAN DIEGO STATE
April 9,1987
6:00 p.m.

Via
V-:
PAL Stadium (King Rd, exit at 280)
SJSU Students $1.00
Adults $3.00
For further information call (408)277-FANS

THE

WARD BROTHERS

MADNESS

Of

ir

"Thrashing Doves" is
a) The anthem of the Audoubon Society
b) A game show for sadists
cl A pastime in the Pentagon
di An English band

ALL

Funded by Associated Students

If someone plays you the new Ward Brothers album,
Madness Of It All, should you
a) Laugh haughtily, and explain that you discovered the Ward Brothers
b) Offer to introduce them to the Andrews Sisters
c) Observe that "We’re all brothers’
d) Listen

Official Duck I hullers
Orientailun ’87 Leaders

6.99

CONGRATULAT IONS!
\ Lit lit
I Will null i0WCII

I _rah (:arrlorra
Nfichelc Creisr.r
Janina Fen t,
IC?.

CASS/LP

Don Gotirty
Arpenny Halebliiill
ENanaJochini
Joy Jones
1.isa Lee

someone yells "China Crisis!’ should you
Turn on the news
Find more salad plates
Put the new China Crisis album, What Price Paradise on
your stereo
d) Yell back
If
a)
b)
c)

CHINA CRISIS

Bedrock Vice is the name of
a) A cop show starring Barney and Betty
b) The new Thrashing Doves album
c) An obsessive stone-cutter’s autobiography
d) Bam-Bam’s favorite dream

11111114.---9NP

)()\vell
Georg,r 1 .iao
Mike Narnba
Karen I’aiterson
Damien Pricolo
Rebecca Purdiii
Sieve Pyle
Kevin Swanson
Dan Tottersfield
11/, ii )eth Temps

eilabolowie

Today enjoy the prestige and satisfaction
that come from high -paying careers in
the’ music industry.
Many jobs are available right now jobs
for record company presidents, producers,
managers and even recording artists. And
these jobs are open to you... if you have the
talent, skill and determination it takes to
succeed in this exciting and glamorous field

SJSU WOMEN’S SOFTBALL

SLISie

10

Thousands of peoplepeople just like you

Joe Gosen Daily stall photographer
History professor and public historian Stclen Payne is author to "Santa
Clara County Illarsest of Change."

SUM.

There was no single factor which
influenced his decision to pursue the career, but having good teachers steered
him in the academic direction. Payne
said.
"I had a couple of good teachers in
elementary school and all the isis
through high school and cell,’

THE MUSIC
:11E1 I Z 1

4?)

6.99

CASSAP

sale eads April 76th
10)114
If you love great music, we think you’ll enjoy these albums:
THRASHING DOVES
Bedrock Vice

All This
Can Be Yours:

tl Ilk \ \ ilkei son
Renee Zillesily

Limousines
Expense Accounts
Beautiful Girls
Beautiful Boys
Fast Cars
Long Vacations

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998.0234

BIG BeSHOT NIGHT

Featuring the song "Beautiful Imbalance"

Mansions
Hot Tubs
Butlers
Maids
Valets
Squid

THE WARD BROTHERS
Madness Of It All
Feat

tiring the hit "Why Do You Run"

CHINA CRISIS
What Price Paradise
Featuring the song "It’s Evelything’

A Big Shot . . .
Buy a round of drinks for your friends!

.IL THIS COUPON
AGM Records, PO. Box 118
Hollywood, California 90078 Attn: Karen Glauber

SEND NO MONEY
I

RE

Co To A Record Store Today
To Find Out If You Qualify

N

IAddress
i City
State
Zip
First time to reach you
I lblephone number
Ihave you ever been arrested?
I Do you like SproW1
Why not’?
.J

CHINA CRISIS TOUR
sill

VANCOUVER. KC

APRIL to SEATTLE. WA
APRIL
PRIL
PHIL
4, \PHIL
PRIL
’
APRIL
*

11
Is
i4
15
17
18

PORTLAND. OR
BERKELEY.CA
SANTA CLARA, CA
SAN FRANCISCO. CA
LOS ANGELES. CA
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA

APRIL i9
APRIL ’Si
APRIL 2.5
APRII. 25
APRIL 20
APRIL 25
APRIL 29
APRIL TO
MAY 1
MAY 2

SAN DIEGo CA
PROF:NIX. AZ
HOULDER. CO
KANSAS CITY, MO
ST LOUIS, MO
MILWAUKEE. WI.
MINNEAPOLIS. MN
CHICAGO, IL
DETROIT, MI
CLEVELAND OFI

.1
1/8
is
10
MAY 12
MAY 13

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

MAY 14
MAY 16
MAY 17
MAY In

SPRINGFIELD. OH
NEW YORK CITY. NY
PHILADELPHIA, PA
WASHINGTON. IX’
PROVIDENCE. RI
BOSTON. MA
LONE; ISLAND. NY
TORONTO. t‘NTA RIO. CA NA1)
MONTREAL. QUEBEC. CA NA I.
(YPTAWA. CANADA

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A YEAR

Any flavored well Schnapps
SOC a shot!
Every Thursday Night-Plus...
T-Shirts, Prizes and Surprises

cafe

BOM

cantina

IMO MIME
SAN FRANCISCO

BERKELEY

1900 South Bascom Ave
across from the Pr uneyard

NO VIDEO RENTALS

2510 Duranl Street
near Telegraph Ave

2589 Telegraph Ave
belwee, Dwight 8, Parker
OPEN SAM TO 10 PM

CONCORD

MOUNTAIN VIEW

SAN MATEO

BERKELEY CLASSICAL ANNEX

CAMPBELL

1280 Willow Pass Road
across from the Willows

V/SA

499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17:374-4290

& Bay or the Wharf

El Camino Real
at San Antonio Rd

2727 El Camino Real
next to the Good Guys

MUSIC VIDEOS
VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

BERKELEY VIDEO ANNEX

2585 1’ele9raph Ave
between Dwight & Parker
OPEN 9 AM TO 10 PM
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ABC journalist
defends press
ily

Mark Foyer

Sam Donaldson ma!, be one of
America’s best broadc.isi aiurnalists.
hut he isn’t the most lox cd
’Sam Donaldson is the Ayatollah of the press corps.’. President

Pages
Ronald Reagan said once.
Regardless of what people think.
Donaldson is respected as the ABC
White House correspondent who has
covered the past two administrations
of Jimmy Carter and Reagan.
He details all that and more in his
book, "Hold on, Mr. President!"
This book will enlighten those who
have criticized Donaldson and other
White House reporters of being too
tough on the president.
Donaldson. who has been accused by White House officials and
supporters of the president as being
aggressive and trying to ruin the president, defends himself by saying his
questions are the same ones other reporters ask.
Although he says he is not one of
the president’s cheerleaders, he explains that he isn’t trying to make the
president look bad he is just doing
what he is getting paid to do.
"I’m a reporter who goes to
wort every morning to cover the president of the United States," Donaldson writes. "I have one goal in
mind: to find out what’s reany going
on at the White House."
But while he may critieice the
chief executives, he is still fair and
honest in his evaluation of both Carter
and President Reagan.
Donaldson has praise Mr Carter,
especially on foreign policy. He notes
that it was Carter who negotiated a
treaty to give hack the Panama Canal.
And it was Carter who, despite very
long odds, got a peace treaty signed
between Egypt and Israel.

As for Reagan. Donaldson said
he feels that Reagan sometimes
doesn’t have a clue as to what is going
on. Donaldson tells stones of how
Reagan says one thing. only to contradict himself a short time later.
If Reagan doesn’t correct himself, then one of his aides will.
A stunning difference between
Reagan and Carter. as Donaldson
points out, is the accessibility reporters had to ask questions
Reporters were able to surround
Carter to ask him questions as Carter
went about his everyday business. Not
once were questions shouted to him.
When Reagan walks somewhere.
reporters are kept at least 50 yards
away from him. That way. Reagan
won’t be able to answer their questions. Donaldson said. He says this is
done for "political security."
"In the old days. Secret Service
agents used to tell reporters and photographers they were glad we were
around the president when he moved
down an airport fence line or up a
sidewalk lined with people." Donaldson said.
"The agents made no secret of
the fact they thought we were helping
to act as a shield against attack."
Aside from his coverage of the
president, Donaldson discusses his
time working for ABC. He was one of
the unknown reporters hired in 1967.
"Nobodies" included Frank Reynolds. Steve Bell. Ted Koppel. Tom
Jarriel and Peter Jennings.
He talks about Watergate and his
coverage, Boone Arledges take over
as president of ABC News, and his
time on "This Week with David
Brinkley," among other things.
This is a fascinating book for
anyone who wants to know why Sam
Donaldson is called by Reagan as the
"Ayatollah of the press corps. "
"Hold On, Mr. President" is
published by Random House and is
available at local bookstores for
S 1 7.95.

Take Aim

spring fever
n ever fails.
People start acting strung,:
as it the
sun’s rays are tinted with some kind of
stimulant. A natural high.
Whatever it is, spring is
definitely taking over the minds of
normal human beings, and the sight is
not pretty.
Spring fever has hit. But as
Scrooge would say. flah humbug...
Suddenly the diligent students of
SJSU leave dark halls of academia to
lie down on a grassy knoll. Textfxxiks
are traded in fiw glamour mugacines
with the latest fashion. Calculators are
replaced by Frisbees.
Even the stuffiest of professors
leave their coats and ties at home to
sport golf shirts -- a sad indication of
where they would rather be.
Muscle-bound guys are carrying
bouquets of roses to their girlfriends
while lovers hold hands as they walk
across campus.
People you never even thought
knew each other’s name are now
gluing lovingly into each other’s eyes
as they stand in line for popcorn at the
bookstore. Couples are everywhere,
as if the warm weather is an
aphrodisiac.
I

around this time of year.

I.

Artisan’s will present "Art Apparel," wearable art by local designers in a fashion show at Sunday at

Amy L. Pabalan
catch each other’s eye.
Gone are the cold, quiet evenings
listening to the rain.
there will be water-balloon
Soon
fights, baseball games, family
picnics and backyard barbecues.
People will watch the sunset instead
of "Wheel of Fortune."
Blasphemy.
People will start doing unnatural
things, like wearing shorts and Tshirts or sundresses while walking
barefoot through the park. They will
pick up new activities cycling,
tennis. swimming, jogging, camping
and kite -flying.
Not only will people go cracy
once they hear that awful music of the
ice cream man’s truck, but they are
willing to pay twice the amount for a
simple cone.
Worst of all, spring means spring
break. Now we will have to suffer a
week without classes or homework
and force ourselves to somehow enjoy
ourselves.
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4:30 p.m. at I3M Pacific Garden
Mall in Santa Cruc. Artisan’s, a gallery of handcrafts owned and operated
by Santa Cruc Craftspeople. will also
hold a reception on the same day at 3
p.m. Call 423-8183 for infiimiation.
"His/Hers." work by couples
who make art is on exhibit at the
Works Gallery in downtown San Jose
beginning tomorrow through May 9.
Call 245-857g for information.
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Hanayagi Jumasuga Kai dancers perform the Hana Gasa
Ondo dance, or the Flower Hat Dance. The group was
one of several dance troupes that performed in the
Second Asian Dance Festival at the Flint Center in
Cupertino.
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Calendar
Mission Rafael Shorthairs will
host an eight -ring all -breed cat show
at the San Jose Convention from noon
to 5 p.m. Saturday through Sunday.
Admission is $4 for adults. 52.50 for
children under 12 and for senior citicons. Call West Box Office at 2862600 for intiwmation.

TH,Lights wander off to the
.ictivities and pleasures of the
months of June. July and
iigust. People begin to anticipate
countless hours at the beach, or lacy
days lying out in the sun under a tree.
or party at wild get together% with
friends.
Most people look forward to
spring. They have "endured" the
winter months and are ready for the
warm weather to indulge.
Bah humbug.
Spring is definitely in the air. In
the form of pollen and dust.
The spring air is full of pollutants
that endanger the health of allergy prone people. You know who has hay
fever when you say "Gesundheit"
before you can say "Hello."
People also have to suffer
through spring cleaning. Most people
begin with good intentions, but fail to
accomplish anything but a trip down
memory lane as they go through
closets and hidden boxes of stuff.
Spring also means longer hours
of daylight, which means more time
for the rowdy neighborhood kids to
play outside. Teenagers will soon be
hanging out, making a general
nuisance of themselves as they try to
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Not junk, oldies but goodies
General Antique Show features
valuable items from yesteryear

Michael Burke -- Daily staff photographer
Larry De Axis, an expert of oriental artifacts, sizes a piece of lapis
jewelry at the Ceneral Antique Show last weekend at Santa Clara.

Benefit play to aid
center’s patients
By I fitya Jhalu
A former SJSU student’s play
is about lovers who arc faced with
terminal illness. file performance
of "Carousel Waltz" will benefit
terminally ill patients.
The benefit performance for
the Center For living With Dying
will be held tonight and tomorrow
night at the Sainte Claire Hilton
Hotel in San Jose. Tickets are $50
and includes dinner, which is at 7
p.m.
Mathis-Swanson wrote "Carousel Waltz" for her master’s thesis project in play writing.
"It’s a modern play, highly
realistic and sensitive. It deals with
a love relationship faced with the
threat of terminal illness," said
Mathis-Swanson, who graduated
from SJSU last May.
"It had a staged reading at
MU last year which was directed
by Kathleen Woods.. she said.
Woods also received her
Master in Fine Arts degree last
and
is once again directing the
year
play. Mathis-Swanson said.
After receiving a newsletter

from the center. Mathis -Swanson
thought her play was appropriate
for patients to see.
**This kind of thing has never
been done for the center before
Since the price is so high, we
really don’t know what to expect
But we’re expecting to do about
200 people a day," she said.
Barbara Stagg, assistant executive director of the center said, "I
think it’s a wonderful idea. We
saw a reading of the play. The subject matter of the play is handled
very sensitively and realistically
and we were able to relate to what
the play was about."
The Center For living With
Dying. in Santa Clara. offers family and group counseling. It also
helps people deal with the death of
loved ones and aids those who
have attempted suicide.
&NU ’Theater Arts student,
Ann Rands. Wendy McGlothlin
and Kathryn Abila, Santa Clara
University graduate student Rill
Quinlin and San Jose City Col kg,
student Man Caglia round oft the
cast.

H, (1(1110
Antique glass, silver. jewelry and books were .1 tea
of the items on *nal display for a General Antique Show
held at the Santa (71itrit County Fairgrounds Saturday and
Sunday.
’I’m making a living doing what I love. said Joe
Fitts. priimoter id the show .
The mustached. curly -haired blond man, wearing a
red blazer to make sure the antique dealers could spot him,
described how he was bitten by the antique hug, which he
and other antique fanatics call antique pus
’’I went on the rounds of antique shops with my
cousin Howard and his w fe one day. he said. "I didn’t
even like antiques. But that afternoon. I bought a vase for
82.25.
’’That was my downfall .
Hits’ first antique resides nostalgically in his china
cabinet along with more expensise pieces, including
works by Tiffany, he said.
Fitts started out as an antique dealer, but when he
only made $12 at his first show, he decided to promote the
shows instead.
Though the crowds were sparse at the weekend show.
Fitts said his antique glass, china and pottery events draw
spectacular crowds.
’People who belong to antique glass clubs charter
hoses and travel to the shows from all over." he said.
Besides promoting antique shows, Fitts owns an antique shop in San Jose called Heavenly Antiques.
Mablc Guess, a licensed antique appraiser for 25
years, was also at the show, giving free appraisals to anyone bringing in relics from the attic.
This is a lovely vase from 1850," she said of one
amateur collector’s treasured possession.
"I have been collecting antiques for 60 years. said
83-year-old Guess. She fell into antique appraisal when
she wanted to know the history of her collection, and.
began researching the subject thoroughly.
"When you research one subject, you learn about
two or three more.** she said. She teaches a class on antiques in community education at the Recreation Ccntcr in
I.os Gatos, a job she’s held for 29 years. She also gives
talks to private clubs for a fee of $100, a price which has
increased 20 times since her first speech-making days.

[..I
4.1111,111
It’s a hit
now...
She limited the number of items brought in for appraisal to two. thanks to an incident years ago at the Old
Mill Shopping Center in Mountain View
’’One woman brought in a whole suitcase full of stufl
and then went out to her car lid more," she said "People
go wild whenever they see the word ’Free.’
"You’ll never find a finer group of people than these
dealers and collectors:* Fitts said oi the people manning
the 20 or so booths. All are en eager indeed to tell, it
asked, of the history and char:Kier ot any piece for sale
Displaying a breathtaking lapis
and gold head
necklace which sold for $240. I arrs
Aso.. ho Teo:ill/CS in antique Oriental jewelry . esplamed the various uses
of the slime in the past.
’1 apis was originalls used as a medicine for thousands of years. It was ground into a tine powder and used
us ulcer medication.’’ he said
"This is lapis in its original state.: he said, indicating the gold flecks in the deep blue beads. "Any time you
see gold, you know the lapis has not been dyed or altered
in any way."
The gold of the beads reflected the guild of the necklace, which was about 24 inches long. It was easily one of
the most beautiful necklaces at the show and would not
have been out of place in a major department store.
Peggy Bullard, a dealer who specialues in collecting
carnival glass, explained the history of a glassware set
which included a pitcher, tumblers, wine glasses and an
ashtray.
"Hazel -Atlas la glassware company) made these
items as a gimmick between 1934 and 1937 to get people
to buy their other products. It was the Depression and people weren’t really buying anything. They’re made of really
cheap quality glass and were sold at an extremely cheap
price."
The sets came in two patterns and several different
colors, including ecru, green and rose, Bullard said, indicating the array of glowing colored glass.
fhe ashtrays are hard to find and are more valuable
than other pieces in the sets," Bullard said. The ashtray
sold for $25 and a lemonade pitcher from the same set was
$22.50.
more
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naya School of Dan
perform the Ananda
Natam, ohich decrihes the dance of
Shil a, one of the
Ilindu Trinity. of
Gods.

The liana Gasa Ondo or Flower hat Dance is a traditional folk dance from Vamagata Prefecture, on the main island of Honshu. From left front, Ilarumi Nagasaki and I.isa Tho. From
left back, Kristi Yoshihara and Kathy Voshihara.
’1 I hill Is

lir dance. Ow I arangam.
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lebration of dance
In the bronze drum dance. young
people of the VI miority dance to
the heat of bronze drums during
a festival.

,.11.

Photos by

John B. Lawrence

Performance shows vibrant tradition

flees Heavenly Maidens."

By Deborah G. Guadrtri
I.ights dimmed, the red velvet curtain
opens to the rhythmic chant of Asian temple
musk. The six dancers pay tribute to Shiva.
one of the Trinity of Hindu Gods.
The music, comprised of drums, flute
and cymbals, is only one of the distinct features of the performance.
An evening of dance, music and ritual
presented by the Asian Heritage Council. featured the works of eight dance groups and two
soloists Sunday evening at Flint Center in Cupertino.
’Me council was founded in 1984 to celebrate the contributions to the arts by Americans of Asian origin.
"Second generation Asians become totally American. they lose their cultures:. said
Patricia Erickson, Asian Heritage Council
president. "The idea is to show their kids the
(Asian) culture."
The program for the evening included 10
works, from classical to festival dances, and
represented Indian. (’hinese. Japanese. Okinawan. Thai and Filipino cultures.
All of the works immersed the audience
in a world foreign to the everyday American.
Most of the performances featured delicate
hand movements, which told a story the dance
was based on.
"I can’t say (the dances) are all typical of
the cultures. said Frederick Wu, Asian Heritage Council president. "I’m Chinese and in
my cultures there are many folk and ethnic
dances. but these dances do give a taste of
what Asian cultures are like."
Most of the dancers in the Chinese. Filipino and Indian dance groups were high
school performers. This show gives them a
chance to experience the traditions of their
heritage. Wu said.

Ananda Natam. the piece describing tlic
dance of Shiva. did not require a lot iit
movement across the stage. Instead, each ot
the dancers focused on the one who represented Shiva by using graceful hand gestures, finger-snapping and brushing the floor
with their bare feet.
As a performance in honor of Shiva. the
work created an atmosphere ot reverence and
revealed the importance if religion to the Hindus.
One ot the evening’s solo performers.
Mythili Kumar. danced on the edges of a brass
plate as she portrayed the god Krishna at play.
’nlike sonic of the other pieces. Kumar
moved rapidly across the stage. her bright
green pantaloon costume flapping behind her.
the dance focused on the importance of interaction between the gods and humans in the
Hindu culture.
A piece by the Thai Classical Dance
Group of Buddhanusom combined visual and
physical aspects in their performance of the
"Dance Of The hve Jewels.’
The live dancers were dressed in shimmery costumes of white, green, gold, red and
purple. They represented the diamond. emer
ald, topii7, ruby and garnet .jewels which belong to the nine precious gems of the Princess
Kings. the most famous ot the That crown
tewels.
As the dancers nuked in unison, they.
provided an image of the real jewels as they
moved in the brilliance of the spotlights.
All of the costumes for the performances
were appropriate for the pieces. Dances which
celebrated thc richness of their cultures were
bright and distinct, with gold trim and scarves
flowing from their xlies.
Country festival dances featured simpler
costumes of plaid dresses, straw hats, and

solid -colored pantsuits.
Perhaps the most formal dance was pet
finned by the second soloist. Cheryl Yoshi,:
Nakasone. The piece was based on the work of
Okinawan women who spin thread and weave
cloth.
Dressed in a brilliant red and white kimono, the dancer moved deliberately across,
the stage. pretending to spin and weave for the
audience.
The Okinawan dances are often performed in religious ceremonies because the
music is quieter than festival songs and the
movements are more precise. Wu said
One of the most exciting performances
for the audience was a suite of several dances
performed by the Tamaraw Dance Compan.x .
Three women dancers balanced candles
on their heads and held another candle, hut
still managed to glide across the stage in unison without extinguishing the candles.
The last of their works combined nimbi,’
dancing and vig ))))) usly clapping hanks..
poles. At one point, several male dancers hem
down, clapping the poles and dancing without
losing their balance.
This dance portrayed another side of
Asian culture, because it showed the high en
ergy and spirits plus the expertise of dance.
Hopefully, the Asian Dance Festival will
become an annual event. Wu said.
A lot of people are now interested in
non -Western music and arts and bringing it
into schools. We’re thinking about doing videotapes of our dancing to teach kids. Erickson said.
During the finale, the members from a
few of the groups came on stage to perform together. The blend of different costumes and
movements was the perfect end to an event
that bridged East and West.
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Art mixture doesn’t match

Brad Mangin

Daily staff photographer

Artist Dawn Hart examines her "Resurrection Morning" piece on display at the 1/m411111%n (;allery in San Jose. The price of the artwork is $1,900.

pieces them together into large (6 feet
by 8 feet) or small (8 inches by 12
inches) cape or cloak -shaped works.
The smaller pieces are mounted
on handmade Japanese paper and
framed beneath plexiglass. The larger
works stand by themselves.
The garment shapes of Hart’s
pieces are intended to symbolize the
presence of energies in the universe.
Hart has said the series are spiritual
vestments. They are garments for cosmic energies.
The use of the earth tones or the
organic materials and of small animal
skulls in some of the pieces creates an
effect similar to the paintings of
Georgia O’Keeffc. so if you’re a fan
of O’Keeffe you might appreciate
Hart’s work.
Hart select, the elements in her

By Annie M Belt
Dawn Hart’s cape and cloak shaped assemblage of organic materials arc carefully considered and inventive.
.fhey are also appreciated by
those in Washington. Connecticut and
the Hay Area who buy and display her
art in their homes and offices.
Hut the SJSU alumna’s woes of
16 pieces seems like something one
might find in a desert curio shop, or
back road store in Bakersfield. And if
you are one who is not excited by the
type of art found in either place, then
Hart’s work won’t appeal to you.
Hart gathers objects found in nature, such as dried flowers, corn
husks, stringy black seaweed, sunbleached seagull skulls, even dragonfly wings and lizard heads, and
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It’s as if she is piecing
together a puzzle in each
piece.
work carefully and intuitively. She selects objects with rich textures, shapes
and colors. It’s as if she is piecing together a puzzle in each piece.
One of the ideas behind Hart’s
work is that of the beauty of organic
elements. Most people would pass by
these elements in a garden or throw
them away while working in the
kitchen. but she brings it out in the
context of art.
However, the beauty of these elements is better appreciated when
they are viewed in their original context.
Although Hart’s pieces are clever
and by no means cluttered, they do
not escape the sense of being con
trivcd.
The effect of a twig, a flattened
old tin can, flower petals and other el
cmcnts arranged around a cloak shaped section of a stained coffee filter, as they are in one work, seems
more managed than intriguing.
Hart has exhibited her work since
1979. She also works in bronze, using
many of the same techniques and
materials and casting them into
masks, headdresses. anthropomorphic animal helmets and garment-like
structures.
Hart’s exhibit is currently on display at Downtown Gallery, 31 W. San
Fernando St. Gallery hours are noon
to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.

Brad Mangin Daily staff

ohotographe

SJSU graduate Dawn Hart, stands behind her work of art entitled,
"Perfector of Wisdom." The price of the piece is $2,500.
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’Squares’ carve crisp
Beatnik -chic sounds
litt whir Manuel Inzunza
With punk long dead. and new wave so
saccharine that listening has become dangerous
to your health. The Mobilo:ton Squares have
carved a crisp new sound that looks ready to
ripen into mainstream success
The New York trio is hip. They harken

Tracks
back to the Beatnik generation oh the ’50s, and
are truthful to the folk style of a Woodie Guthrie or The Weavers.
The music is rooted in that post -War generation crystallized so vividly by writer Jack Kernum: and poet Allen Ginsberg. The Squares fuse
that disparate, frenzied prose with a more subdued folk sincerity.
And the effect is harmonically pleasing and
musically tense.
The first cut oil the album. New Generation, is pure Beatnik consciousness.
Freedom is the birth right for all women
and men.
Every generation has to win it again.
Love and understanding all covered with
dust.
It’s time for direction, caring and trust.
Laura Agnelli, Tom Goodkind. and Alan
Jay Paskow arc a new generation. Agnelli has a
voice that cuts through the strains of the acoustic
guitars with such soft evocative force, it’ll give
you gooscbumps.
Paskow is the rocker of the three There is

no question whethei this dude can jam. He can.
Paskow rips through "Samson and Delilah"
and "I) Train" with such rockabilly bravado
that would bring a smile to the likes of Carl Perkins or even Chuck Berry.
The most poignant tune is "You Can’t Kill
Me" with Goodkin on vocals. It is an almost
haunting piece, deeply eclectic, tinged with
blues and country stylings.
But the Squares’ members are not nostalgia, their words echo current realities.
Escaping from South Africa. telxinese
shores.
SatisfYing tlu death squads in El Salvador.
Killed by the KKK in North Carolina.
Assasittated in Frisco fio a straight man’s
crime,
You can’t kill me.
Goodkind, the third member, has a voice
and lyrical style much akin to new wave/folk
artist Bruce Cockburn.
But Goodkind borrows much more heavily
from folk than does Cockburn. He has a pleasant voice, although he lacks the hard -edged
rockin’ sound of Paskow.
Harmonizing together, the three create a
cross between The Weavers and Peter, Paul and
Mary with a sleek ’80s style. The last cut on the
album is a translation of a Polish labor song
called "Walls," and it exposes very clearly the
trio’s direction.
The song is a march in which Agnelli and
Goodkinds scaring voice elevate the turbulent
undertone to a higher level.

Zany production
parodies the ’80s
1/. 150 Robadifla
With its unusual staging and
zany comments on ’805 hang-ups.
"How I Saved The World is an interesting and mad-cap parody.
The audience is enthralled by the
musical comedy, caught in hero Tab
Stop’s "reality." The theater is the

Theatre
stage itself. The audience is both
viewer and participant in the /any
show, as the actors encourage participation and interact with the crowd.
The show is funny, insightful
and strangely amusing.
How I Saved The World’’ sati
rites modern city life, poking fun at
everything from art to the business
world, from the upbringing of children to religion.
The musical centers around an
aspiring rock star. Tab Stop, and the
conflicts he faces between reality and
his dreams. He is caught between his
aspirations of stardom and the reality
of the money -making business world.
Faced with the need for money.
his girlfriend’s persistent nagging.
and his dreams of a record contract.
Tab Stop. played by James DaViS, is
recognizable to everyone.
Every character is blatantlysymbolic: the bitching, sarcastic city girl
of a girlfriend: the materialistic. "Mr.
Conventionality" businessman and
his brainless. "yes, dear" wile.
The spirited cast consists of four
main characters and the hand, Infant
Bonds Of Joy. Russell Smith portrays
hskl. the cold. weird businessman
the antithesis of Tab Stop Smith’s
presence is almost rohiit-likc .nhu.
man. Cully n Anderson plass Martha,

The Washington Squares are (from left to right) Bruce Jay l’askoi4, Lauren
Agnelli and Tom Goodkind. With beatnik style, they address today’s issues.
But, in the end, all their songs carry a political undertone. It is true to the beat generation,
anti-establishment.
They’re got the power of the press behind
them.

They can control what enters in our minds,
and
They can let your lonely heart sink link a
stone.
Rut vou arc not alone

3

Upstairs at Eulipia
presents:

Doors
Open
at
8:00 pm

The 1 St Street Project

ditty wife and Randi Merton
plays Margin Release, the corset -clad
brat of a city girl.
The cast looks the people in Ow
audience directly in the ew, which is
unnerving at first. but adds to the uti.
conventionahts of the show
In this show "art" is a duly
word, but the play achies es an almost
’performance art’’ label. The shim is
avant-garde yet accessible.
The interactive environment be
tween the audience, the obviousls
symbolic cast, and the critique of the
people, places and attitude of the
times makes this musical comedy one
to experience.
The show doesn’t take itself too
seriously. It is just a fun show which
one can experience without having to
think The show doesn’t comment on
niodem life to the extent ot preaching.
However. if one does delve
deeply into the content. "How I
Saved the World speaks for the hellish time we lise in and the conflicts
people face when they refuse to accept
others.
Playwright David Kohls also cowrote the nusic and lyrics with Grego’) Jones. Oennis I own directed
the production. The late hour at the
performances adds to the atmosphere
of the show, which is almost not reads
for prime time.
The musical comedy is running
tor tour weeks at the Intersection in
San francisco. 7hri Valencia As c. he
Perfoi
tween 111th and Pith is
mance, are I.odas and Saturday late
Fick
nights at III p ni until April
et. are 55 Call 1415) fi26-5K.IS tot
information

Music begins
9:30 pm
$3.00 cover charge

Wed., April 15th
All door proceeds go
to musicians

in concert

F.
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Musical poetry serves up confusion
Hy Gene (7. Johnson Jr.
The evening started out with
weird noise and weirdness didn’t stop
there.
The evening was a night Of technological music and electro-acoustic

Poetry
devices that elicited crystal clear
sounds yet did not add any meaning to
the poetry.

Sponsored by the San Jose Poetry Center and the WORKS Gallery,
"Together Again." combined a poetry reading with an evening of music
at the Music Building Concert Hall
Friday.

Robert Avoid’ Daily stall photographer
.al .ids scr. gii es a poetic recital of his sacation in San
Larry Wendt, S,ISI music department tecl
made stereo sy sit-111.
I Ails Obispo with the help of his h

Stephen Ruppenthal began his
poetry recital to the rhythm of strange
music from a synthesizer. The music
seemed to reflect the emotions of
Ruppenthal’s "Egyptian Mirrors."
It was an original approach to
match the music with the poet’s emotions, if either of those are comprehensible.
The poet showed a lot of feeling
it% he spoke of giving life "through
the goddess of
the breasts" and
"falling
sliced
zucchini,"
and
through yogurt."
It was though the audience of 45
people tried to relate to a dream, hut
no one could find the key to Ruppenthal’s mind.
Then, out ot nowhere, the poet
finally tells you what its about. It’s a
dream in which "I came to this place
to become you,’’ he said.
After careful thought, it seemed
as though Ruppenthal was comparing
someone who is superficial to someone who is not. His superficial being
had a world of "paper moons and
semicolon stars, who mistook his silence for wisdom and his stillness for
satisfaction. ’ ’
If the audience couldn’t concentrate on the poet. they couldn’t catch
his meaning at all.
He begins his poem "Truth
Quark" with the "Tales of the Idiots
of
and speaks of the secret of
the charmers.
Ruppenthal’s tried to force emotions out of the poems. Although
"Egyptians Mirrors" flowed natu-

Then, out of nowhere,
the poet finally tells you
what it’s about.
rally, the meaning of the poem was
never really understood. But there
was no sign of faked feelings.
’rife poet had enough music from
Jim Warehauer’s bass clarinet and
Brian Mitchell’s synthesizer, yet he
seemed to lack natural intensity and
progression, which confuses the audience even more.
Larr.v Wendt, the second and
final poet. spoke of "My Summer Vacation." I .uckily, it was his. He takes
his listeners on a road to San lois
Obispo, where the hot attraction in
town is white -water kayaking. And
the only memorable place in San I,uis
Obispo is Burger King. He leads the
audience into a dining commons and
then loses the audience in a dream that
doesn’t make much sense.
Wendes voice was amplified via
a stereo component system made by
himself but it didn’t do any good for
the listeners.
Wendt tries to make a parody
San I.uis Obispo as a boring an uneventful town, yet the only subject
that is boring is Wendt’s poem.
If the audience did not concentrate and try to stay in fine tune with
the poets, the performance would
have fallen apart at both ends of the
recitals instead of being held
Again."

-To-
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Weekly Schedule of Events
t the

South San Jose’s
Most Happening Club
Only Dance
Club With

Satellite sports
Plays free bingo
Full dance floor
Plus quiet lounge
with 2nd dance floor

BINGO Every /Les & Thum 7-10pm
FREE with Great Prizes & Fun!
Come & you might get lucky

Privately owned 8 managed for friendly
more personal service

226-5424

Village Retreat

Sun

Giant Village Burger
(’/2 lb) only S295

7028 Santa Teresa, San Jose
(at Bernal -4 blocks So of 1011

PROFESSIONAL COMEDY
Every Sat. Nite 8-10pm
No cover charge for Diners, come
early and eat with the
comedians!
No Amateurs, only Pros.
Regular Cover-SO"

APRIL 1 1 th-PHIL VANTEE
Weird, strange and bizarre. The
Norman Bates of comedy! With
Mike Guido and Carol Louise

Now Serving "Great Steak"
Dinners Fri. & Sat.

Dixieland Jazz 4-8pm
Kings
Rhythm
California
Jam SessionMusicians Welcome

Tues

Free Bingo

Wed

NEW! Classy Fashion Auction
5:30-7:30pm
Pick up Classy Clothes for Bargain
Prices!

Thu’s

Our Popular Free Bingo

Fri

T.G.I.F., DJ Dance Music

Sat

Prof Comedy Show 8-10pm
Dance Contest

12- 1 AM

